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Troubleshooting
CVM CPU/Memory Usage Is Too High
：

Last updated 2020-07-01 11:47:42

Overview
This document describes how to troubleshoot and solve the problem of not being able to log in to Windows and Linux
CVM instances due to the instances’ overly high CPU or memory usage.

Troubleshooting Approaches
1. Log in to the instance and identify the process that is causing high CPU or memory usage.
2. Analyze the process.
If the process has an exception, the exception may be caused by a virus or a trojan. In this case, terminate the
process or use an antivirus application to scan your system.
If the process is a service process, check whether the high CPU or memory usage is caused by an access
volume change and whether it can be optimized.
If the process is a Tencent Cloud component process, submit a ticket and we will help you locate and
troubleshoot the problem.

Locating and Troubleshooting the Problem
Windows CVM instances
Logging in to a CVM instance via VNC

If you cannot establish a remote connection with your CVM instance due to high CPU or memory load, see
Logging in to a Windows Instance via VNC.

1. Log in to the CVM Console.
2. On the instance management page, locate the target CVM instance and click Log In, as shown in the following
figure:
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3. On the Log in to Windows instance page that appears, click Log In Now under Alternative login methods
(VNC) to log in to the CVM instance.
4. On the login page that appears, select Send CtrlAltDel in the upper-left corner and click Ctrl-Alt-Delete to access
the system login page, as shown in the following figure:

Viewing the resource usage of processes
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1. In the CVM instance, right-click the taskbar and select Task Manager, as shown in the following figure:
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2. In "Task Manager", you can view the resource usage, as shown in the following figure:

You can sort the processes in ascending or descending order by clicking CPU or Memory.

Analyzing the processes
Analyze the processes on the Task Manager page to troubleshoot and solve the problem.
The problem is caused by a system process
If a system process is occupying too many CPU or memory resources, complete the following steps:
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1. Verify the name of the process.
Several viruses use names that are very similar to system processes, such as svch0st.exe, explore.exe, and
iexplorer.exe.
2. Locate the executable file that corresponds to the process.
System processes are usually located in C:\Windows\System32 and have valid digital signatures and
descriptions. To locate the corresponding executable file such as svchost.exe , select the process on the
Task Manager page, right-click the process, and choose Open file location, as shown in the following figure:

If the executable file is not in C:\Windows\System32 , it is likely that your CVM instance has a virus. Kill the
virus manually or by using an antivirus application.
If the executable file is in C:\Windows\System32 , restart your CVM instance or end safe but unnecessary
processes.
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The following describes typical system processes:
System Idle Process: a process that displays the percentage of time that the processor is idle for
system: a memory management process
explorer: the desktop and file management process
iexplore: the Microsoft Internet Explorer process
csrss: the Microsoft client/server runtime subsystem
svchost: a system process that is used to execute DLLs
Taskmgr: the task manager process
Isass: the local security permission service
The problem is caused by processes with exceptions
If you find that high CPU and memory usage is caused by processes with strange names such as xmr64.exe (a
cryptocurrency mining malware), your CVM instance may be infected with viruses or trojans. In this case, use a
search engine to verify whether the processes are in fact viruses or trojans.
Use an antivirus application to remove the virus or trojan. Then, back up the data and reinstall the operating system
when necessary.
If the process is not a virus or a trojan, restart your CVM instance or end safe but unnecessary processes.
The problem is caused by a service process
If you find that the problem is caused by a service process such as IIS, HTTPD, PHP, or Java, further analyze the
problem.
For example, check whether your business volume is high.
If yes, we recommend that you upgrade your CVM instance. If you do not upgrade your CVM instance, optimize
your service processes.
If no, use service error logs to further analyze the problem. For example, check whether the resources are wasted
due to incorrect parameter settings.
The problem is caused by a Tencent Cloud component process
If the problem is caused by a Tencent Cloud component process, submit a ticket, and we will help you locate and
troubleshoot the problem.

Linux CVM instances
Logging in to the CVM instance
Select a CVM login method based on your actual needs.
Log in to the Linux CVM remotely via third party software.
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If the Linux CVM has a high CPU load, you may fail to log in to the CVM.

Log in to a Linux instance via VNC.

If the Linux CVM has a high CPU load, you can log in normally via the Console.

Viewing the resource usage of processes
Run the following command to view the system load. View the %CPU and %MEM columns and identify which
processes consume more resources.
top

Analyzing processes
Analyze the processes on the Task Manager page to troubleshoot and solve the problem.
If the problem is caused by a service process, analyze whether the service process can be optimized and
accordingly optimize the process or upgrade the CVM configuration.
If the problem is caused by a process with an exception, the instance may have a virus. In this case, you can
terminate the process or use an antivirus application to kill the virus. When necessary, back up the data and
reinstall the operating system.
If the problem is caused by a Tencent Cloud component process, submit a ticket and we will help you locate and
troubleshoot the problem.
Common Tencent Cloud components include:
sap00x: a security component
Barad_agent: a monitoring component
secu-tcs-agent: a security component
Terminating processes
1. Compare the resource consumption of different processes and record the PID of the process that needs to be
terminated.
2. Enter k .
3. Enter the PID of the process that needs to be terminated and press the Enter key to terminate it, as shown in the
following figure:
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Suppose you need to terminate a process whose PID is 23.

If kill PID 23 with signal [15]: appears after you press Enter, press Enter again to keep the
default settings.

4. If the operation is successful, the message Send PID 23 signal [15/sigterm] will appear. Press Enter
to confirm the termination.

Other related problems
CPU usage is low but load average is high
Problem
The load average is an indicator of CPU load. The higher the load average, the longer the queue of pending processes
is.
After the top command is executed, information similar to the following is returned, indicating that the CPU usage
is low but the load average is very high.

Solution
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Run the following command to view the process states and check whether any process is in the D state, as shown in
the following figure:
ps -axjf

The D state refers to the uninterrupted sleep state. A process in this state cannot be terminated nor can it be
exited by itself.

If there are many processes in the D state, restore the resources on which the processes depend or restart the
operating system.
CPU usage of the kswapd0 process is high
Problem
Linux manages memory by using the pagination mechanism and sets aside a portion of the disk as virtual memory.
kswapd0 is the process responsible for page replacement in the virtual memory management of the Linux system.
When system memory becomes insufficient, kswapd0 will frequently replace pages, which will result in high CPU
usage.
Solution
1. Run the following command and find the kswapd0 process.
top
2. Check the state of the kswapd0 process.
If the process is not in the D state and has been running for a long time and consuming too many CPU resources,
perform step 3 to check the memory usage.
3. Run commands such as vmstat , free , and ps to check how much memory is being consumed by
processes in the system.
Based on the memory usage, restart the system or terminate safe but unnecessary processes. If the si and so
values are also high, pages are frequently replaced in the system. If the physical memory of the current system can
no longer meet your requirements, please consider upgrading your system memory.
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CVM Is Unreachable When Pinged
：

Last updated 2020-07-31 11:35:47

Overview
This document describes the troubleshooting methods and solutions for when you receive a “ping unreachable” event
alarm notification from CVM. You can resolve an alarm as instructed in Troubleshooting Directions. If you feel
disturbed by the alarm notifications, you can disable the alarm feature.

Causes of the Alarms and their Corresponding Solutions
The causes of the “ping ureachable” alarms and their corresponding solutions are detailed below:
Cause of the Alarm

Solution

CVM instance failure, kernel failure, or
high bandwidth load

Troubleshoot as instructed in Step 1 to fix the exception, or disable
the alarm feature.

CVM instance shutdown

Troubleshoot as instructed in Step 2 to start the CVM instance, or
disable the alarm feature.

ICMP restricted in the security group

Troubleshoot as instructed in Step 3 to modify the ICMP

associated with the CVM instance

configuration of the security group, or disable the alarm feature.

ICMP restricted by Windows Firewall or
the Linux kernel parameter or the
iptables of the CVM instance

Note

Troubleshoot as instructed in Step 4 to lift the corresponding
restriction, or disable the alarm feature.

：

The network ping status of a CVM instance is automatically monitored by the alarm system of Cloud Monitor,
which is irrelevant to whether a public IP is configured for the CVM instance.

Troubleshooting Directions
Step 1: Check the CVM instance monitoring data
1. Log in to the Cloud Monitor Console.
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2. Click Cloud Virtual Machine > ID/CVM Name of the alarm to view whether there are exceptions such as
breakpoints or overly high metric values in the CVM instance monitoring data.
If there are breakpoints or overly high metric values in the monitoring data, it might be due to CVM instance
kernel failures, instance failures, or high bandwidth load. You can troubleshoot the problem as instructed in
Instance Related Failures.

If everything is okay, please proceed to the next step to check whether the CVM instance status has an
exception.

Step 2: Check the CVM instance status
Note

：

Currently, the “ping unreachable” alarms caused by manual shutdown are not excluded from the Cloud Monitor
event alarms, which will be optimized in the future.

1. Log in to the CVM Console.
2. On the "Instances" page, check whether the status of the instance related to the “ping unreachable” alarm is
normal.
If the status is "shut down", the “ping unreachable” alarm was caused by manual shutdown. You can click More
> Instance Status > Start up to restart the instance. If the instance status is "running" but the problem persists,
you can proceed to the next step to check whether ICMP is enabled in the security group associated with the
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CVM instance.

If the status is "running", you can proceed to the next step to check whether ICMP is enabled in the security
group associated with the CVM instance.

Step 3: Check the ICMP settings in the security group
1. Log in to the CVM Console.
2. On the "Instances" page, select the ID/name of the instance where the “ping unreachable” alarm was triggered to
access the instance details page.
3. Select the Security Groups tab to access the security group management page of the instance. Then, check
whether the ICMP port protocol is refused or allowed in the inbound and outbound rules of the security group of the
instance, as shown below:

The ICMP port protocol is allowed in the system default security group. If you manually refuse the ICMP protocol
in the default security group or do not add the ICMP protocol in the custom security group, the “ping
unreachable” alarms will be triggered. You can click Edit rule in the top-right corner to add/modify the ICMP
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port protocol on the security group rule management page, as shown below:

If the ICMP port protocol restriction in the security group has been modified but the problem persists, please
proceed to the next step to check whether there are restrictions in the CVM instance Windows firewall or the
Linux kernel parameter and the iptables settings.

Step 4: Check the firewall or the Linux kernel parameter and the iptables settings
Windows
1. Log in to the CVM instance.
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2. Open Control Panel, select "Small icons" as the view mode, and click Windows Firewall, as shown below:
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3. On the "Windows Firewall" page, select Advanced settings as shown below:

4. In the "Windows Firewall with Advanced Security" window that pops up, check whether the ICMP
inbound/outbound rules are restricted.
As shown below, if the "WinAgent:ICMP" inbound/outbound rules are disabled, the “ping unreachable” alarm was
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caused by the restriction in the Windows Firewall. You can right-click the rules to enable them.

Linux

Note

：

Whether pings are allowed on Linux is subject to both the kernel and the iptables settings. If either of them
disables pings, the “ping unreachable” alarms will be triggered.

Check the kernel parameter
1. Log in to the CVM instance.
2. Run the following command to view the icmp_echo_ignore_all settings of the system:
cat /proc/sys/net/ipv4/icmp_echo_ignore_all

If 0 is returned, the system allows all ICMP echo requests. In this case, please check the iptables settings.
If 1 is returned, the system rejects all ICMP echo requests, which indicates that the “ping unreachable” alarm was
caused by the restriction in the Linux kernel parameter. In this case, please enable ICMP as instructed in step 3.
3. Run the following command using an account with root privileges to modify the settings of the
icmp_echo_ignore_all kernel parameter:
echo "0" >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/icmp_echo_ignore_all

Check the iptables settings
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1. Run the following command to check whether the current firewall rules of the CVM instance and the corresponding
ICMP rules are restricted:
iptables -L
If the returned result is as follows, ICMP is not restricted in iptables:

If the returned result is as follows, ICMP is restricted in iptables, which indicates that the “ping unreachable”
alarm was caused by the ICMP restriction in Linux iptables. In this case, please enable ICMP in iptables as
instructed in step 2.

2. Run the following command to enable ICMP in iptables:
#Chain INPUT
iptables -A INPUT -p icmp --icmp-type echo-request -j ACCEPT
#Chain OUTPUT
iptables -A OUTPUT -p icmp --icmp-type echo-reply -j ACCEPT

If the problem persists after all the steps above are completed, please submit a ticket for assistance.

Disabling the Alarm Feature
Disabling the alarm policy
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If you feel disturbed by the metric alarms or the event alarms of an alarm policy, you can disable the policy by following
the steps below:
1. Access the Alarm Policy page in the Cloud Monitor Console.
2. Find the name of the alarm policy that triggered the alarm, toggle off the switch in the Alarm On/Off column, and
click OK to disable the alarm policy.

Only disabling event alarms
If you only need the metric alarms in an alarm policy, you can disable the event alarms by following the steps below:
1. Access the Alarm Policy page in the Cloud Monitor Console.
2. Click the name of the alarm policy that triggered the alarm to access the alarm policy management page.
3. Click Edit in the top-right corner of the “Trigger Condition” section. In the pop-up window, uncheck “Event Alarm”
and click Save as shown below:
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CVM Login Failure
：

Last updated 2020-07-01 11:47:42

Overview
Many causes can lead to CVM login failure. Causes that can be monitored by Cloud Monitor include overly high CVM
bandwidth usage and overly high CVM CPU/memory usage. This document describes how to troubleshoot these two
causes.

Problem Analysis
The following causes of CVM login failure can be detected by Cloud Monitor:
CVM bandwidth utilization is too high
CVM CPU/memory usage is too high

Before troubleshooting, check whether the login attempt failed because the entered password was incorrect,
you forgot the password, or the password failed to reset.
If yes, reset the password.

Solutions
CVM bandwidth utilization is too high
Problem: the self-diagnosis tool shows that bandwidth utilization is too high.
Solutions:
1. Log in to the CVM instance via VNC.
Log in to a Windows instance via VNC.
Log in to a Linux instance via VNC.
2. Check the bandwidth utilization of the instance and troubleshoot accordingly. For more information, see CVM
Bandwidth Utilization Is Too High.

CVM CPU/memory usage is too high
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Problem: the self-diagnosis tool or Cloud Monitor shows that the CPU/memory usage of the CVM instance is too high,
and therefore the system cannot establish a remote connection or the connectivity is poor.
Possible causes: viruses, trojans, third-party anti-virus software, application exceptions, driver exceptions, and
automatic software backend updates may lead to high CPU usage, resulting in CVM login failure or slow access.
Solutions:
1. Log in to the CVM instance via VNC.
Log in to a Windows instance via VNC.
Log in to a Linux instance via VNC.
2. Refer to CVM CPU/Memory Usage Is Too High to identify the process with a high load on the Task Manager
page.

Many causes may lead to CVM login failure. For more information on other causes, see Windows Instance
Login Failures or Linux Instance Login Failures.
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CVM Bandwidth Utilization Is Too High
：

Last updated 2020-07-01 11:47:43

Overview
This document describes how to troubleshoot and solve the problem of Linux or Windows CVM login failure caused by
overly high bandwidth utilization.

Locating and Troubleshooting the Problem
1. Log in to the CVM Console.
2. Select the target CVM instance and click Log In, as shown in the following figure:

3. On the Log in to Windows/Linux instance window that pops up, click Log In Now under Alternative login
methods (VNC) to log in to the CVM instance.
4. On the login page that appears, select Send CtrlAltDel in the upper-left corner and click Ctrl-Alt-Delete to access
the system login page, as shown in the following figure:
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Windows CVM instances
After logging in to the Windows CVM instance via VNC, perform the following operations:

The following operations use a CVM instance running in the Windows Server 2012 operating system as an
example.

1. In the CVM instance, click

. Select Task Manager to open the Task Manager page.
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2. Click the Performance tab and then click Open Resource Monitor, as shown in the following figure:

3. On the Resource Monitor page, identify the process that consumes a lot of bandwidth. Based on your actual
business, determine whether the process is normal, as shown in the following figure:
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If this process is a service process, check whether the high bandwidth utilization is caused by changes in access
traffic and whether you need to optimize the capacity or upgrade the CVM configuration.
If this process has an exception, the high bandwidth utilization may be caused by a virus or a trojan. If so, you
can manually terminate the process or use security software to kill the virus. You can also back up data and then
reinstall the operating system.

In Windows, many virus processes can disguise themselves as system processes. You can select Task
Manager > Processes to check the process information and preliminarily identify the virus.
Normal system processes have complete signatures and descriptions, and most of them are located in
the C:\Windows\System32 directory. While virus programs may have the same names as system
processes, they lack signatures and descriptions. In addition, their locations are often abnormal.

If this process is a Tencent Cloud component process, please submit a ticket, and we will help you locate and
troubleshoot the problem.
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Linux CVM instances
After logging in to the Linux CVM instance via VNC, perform the following operations:

The following operations use a CVM instance with the CentOS 7.6 operating system as an example.

1. Run the following command to install the iftop tool. This tool monitors traffic for Linux CVM instances.
yum install iftop -y

For a CVM instance with the Ubuntu operating system, run the apt-get install iftop -y
command.

2. Run the following command to install lsof.
yum install lsof -y
3. Run the following command to run iftop, as shown in the following figure:
iftop

"<=" and "=>" indicate the direction of the traffic.
"TX" indicates the traffic is outbound.
"RX" indicates the traffic is inbound.
"TOTAL" indicates the total traffic.
"Cum" indicates the total traffic from the moment iftop started to run until now.
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"peak" indicates the traffic peak.
"rates" indicates the average traffic over the last 2, 10, and 40 seconds.
4. Based on the IP address of the consumed traffic in iftop, run the following command to check the process
connected to this IP address.
lsof -i | grep IP
For example, if the IP address of the consumed traffic is 201.205.141.123, run the following command:
lsof -i | grep 201.205.141.123
If the following result is returned, the majority of the CVM bandwidth is consumed by the SSH process.
sshd 12145 root 3u IPV4 3294018 0t0 TCP 10.144.90.86:ssh->203.205.141.123:58614
(ESTABLISHED)
sshd 12179 ubuntu 3u IPV4 3294018 0t0 TCP 10.144.90.86:ssh->203.205.141.123:586
14(ESTABLISHED)
5. View the process that consumes a lot of bandwidth and check whether the process is normal.
If this process is a service process, check whether the high bandwidth utilization is caused by changes in access
traffic and whether you need to optimize the capacity or upgrade the CVM configuration.
If this process has an exception, the high bandwidth utilization may be caused by a virus or a trojan. If so, you
can manually terminate the process or use security software to kill the virus. You can also back up data and then
reinstall the operating system.
If this process is a Tencent Cloud component process, please submit a ticket, and we will help you locate and
troubleshoot the problem.
We recommend that you check the location of the destination IP address on WhatIsMyIPAddress.com. If the
destination IP address is located in another country or region, the security risk is higher.
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CVM Has No Monitoring Data
：

Last updated 2022-08-25 18:07:30

Overview
The CVM instance must have the monitoring component agents installed to collect CVM metric data. If you cannot get
the monitoring metric data, refer to this document to troubleshoot this problem.
We recommend you reinstall the agents first as instructed in Installing CVM Agents and wait 3 minutes before
checking again whether the monitoring data is restored. If an error occurs during the reinstallation or the monitoring
data is not restored, troubleshoot the problem as detailed below.

Causes and Solutions
Cause

Solution

The agents are not installed/started

Troubleshoot by referring to Step 1

The reporting domains cannot be resolved

Troubleshoot by referring to Step 2

The agents failed to get the UUID

Troubleshoot by referring to Step 3

The CVM instance is shut down or being restarted

Troubleshoot by referring to Step 4

The CVM instance is under high load

Troubleshoot by referring to Step 5

Troubleshooting Procedure
Step 1. Check whether the agents have been installed or started
The troubleshooting procedures for Linux and Windows are different. You can refer to a procedure as needed.
Linux
Windows
1. Run the following command to check whether the agents have been installed successfully.
crontab -l |grep stargate
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If the following message is displayed, the agents have been installed:

If not, install the agents as instructed in Installing CVM Agents.
2. Check whether the agents run properly.
Run the following commands to check whether the agents run properly:
ps ax | grep sgagent
ps ax | grep barad_agent
If the output is as shown below, the agents run normally (note that the number of barad_agent processes is 3):

If there is no output or the number of processes is incorrect, the agents are abnormal. In this case, run the following
commands as the root account to start the agents. If the messages stargate agent run succ and
barad_agent run succ are displayed, the agents have been restarted successfully.

cd /usr/local/qcloud/stargate/admin
./restart.sh
cd /usr/local/qcloud/monitor/barad/admin
./stop.sh
./trystart.sh
> ?After the agents are started, wait 3 minutes and then check whether there is monitoring data in the CVM console.

Step 2. Check reporting domains
The following 4 domains need to be resolved for the agents to run properly:
update2.agent.tencentyun.com
receiver.barad.tencentyun.com
custom.message.tencentyun.com
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metadata.tencentyun.com
The procedures for checking and fixing the reporting domains are different for Linux and Windows. You can refer to a
procedure as needed.
Linux
Windows
1. Check whether the reporting domains can be resolved properly.
Run the following commands to check whether these 4 domains can be resolved properly:
ping
ping
ping
ping

-c
-c
-c
-c

1
1
1
1

update2.agent.tencentyun.com
receiver.barad.tencentyun.com
custom.message.tencentyun.com
metadata.tencentyun.com

In normal cases, these 4 domains can be resolved on the CVM instance. If unknown host is displayed, the
domains fail to be resolved. You can proceed to the next step to fix it.
2. Fix DNS resolution.
Tencent Cloud provides reliable private network DNS servers in different regions. We recommend you not overwrite
the default DNS configurations. If you need to modify them, fix the resolution for the 4 domains above as follows:
1. If you use a self-built/third-party DNS service, we recommend you not add the private network DNS provided by
Tencent Cloud in /etc/resolv.conf . For more information, see Private Network Access.
2. If you use a self-built DNS service, you can also add the 4 domains above to your DNS. The domain and IP
mappings are as follows:
Domain Name

IP

update2.agent.tencentyun.com

169.254.0.15

receiver.barad.tencentyun.com

169.254.0.4

custom.message.tencentyun.com

169.254.0.5

metadata.tencentyun.com

169.254.10.10

3. If the two methods above cannot work, you can add the following configuration to the `/etc/hosts` file on the server:
169.254.0.15 update2.agent.tencentyun.com
169.254.0.4 receiver.barad.tencentyun.com
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169.254.0.5 custom.message.tencentyun.com
169.254.10.10 metadata.tencentyun.com
> ?After the domain resolution issue is fixed, check whether the domains can be resolved properly. If yes, wait 3
minutes and then go to the CVM console to confirm whether there is monitoring data.

Step 3. Check whether the UUID is correct
Currently, the incorrect UUID configuration issue occurs only in Linux OS. For details, see the following directions.
1. Log in to the CVM console and go to the instance detail page to view the UUID.

2. Log in to the CVM instance and run the following command to view the UUID:
cat /sys/class/dmi/id/product_serial
If the UUID on the server is different from that displayed in the CVM console, run the following command as the root
account to fix the UUID and restart the agents:
echo `cat /etc/uuid |awk -F '= ' '{print $NF}'` > /etc/uuid_to_serial; mount -bind /etc/uuid_to_serial /sys/class/dmi/id/product_serial
cd /usr/local/qcloud/stargate/admin
./restart.sh
cd /usr/local/qcloud/monitor/barad/admin
./stop.sh
./trystart.sh

：

Note

After fixing the UUID, wait 3 minutes and then go to the CVM console to confirm whether there is monitoring
data.
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Step 4. Check the CVM instance log
After the CVM instance is shut down, the instance's agents will be taken offline and thus no data will be reported.
When you perform CVM Ops operations such as restart, upgrade, reinstallation, or image creation through the CVM
console or through logging in to the CVM instance, the reporting of the CVM monitoring data may time out and the
agents will be taken offline.
Troubleshooting: You can access the detail page of the CVM instance and view the operation logs to determine
whether any relevant Ops operations were performed on the CVM instance at that time.

Step 5. Check the CVM instance load
The agents may fail to report data if the CPU usage, memory usage, or bandwidth utilization of the CVM instance is
too high.
Troubleshooting methods:
High CPU usage: For detailed troubleshooting directions, see CVM CPU/Memory Usage Is Too High.
High memory usage: You can log in to the CVM instance or view the monitoring charts to check whether the CPU
usage reaches 100%. If yes, upgrade the CVM configuration as needed.
High bandwidth utilization: For detailed troubleshooting directions, see CVM Bandwidth Utilization Is Too High.
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CVM Disk Is Read-Only
：

Last updated 2020-07-01 11:47:43

Overview
This document describes how to troubleshoot the problem of disks being read-only.

Troubleshooting Approaches
Check the disk usage to see whether the disk is full.
Check whether the inode resource of the disk is exhausted (for Linux CVM instances).
Check whether a disk hardware component is faulty.

Locating and Troubleshooting the Problem
Windows CVM instances
Log in to the Windows CVM instance and perform the following operations.
Disk is full
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1. In the disk properties dialog box, check whether the disk space is exhausted.

2. If the disk space is exhausted, access the disk and delete unnecessary files.

If the disk is full or files cannot be deleted due to an increase in the business volume, we recommend that
you expand CBS cloud disks.

Hardware failure
If the failure is caused by a faulty hardware component or other problems, submit a ticket.

Linux CVM instances
Log in to the Linux CVM instance and perform the following operations.
Disk is full
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1. Run the following command to check the disk usage.
df -m
2. If the disk usage has reached 100%, access the directory that is already full and run the following command to
check the sizes of the files in the directory.
du -f
3. Delete unnecessary files to release disk space as needed. You can run the following command to delete
unnecessary files. To do this, you need to replace file_name with the specific file name. We recommend that
you do not delete non third-party files.
rm -rf file_name

If the disk is full or files cannot be deleted due to an increase in the business volume, we recommend that
you expand CBS cloud disks.

The inode resource has been exhausted
If the disk usage has not reached 100% but the inode resource has been exhausted, it is generally because the
generation of many small files exhausted the inode resource.
1. Run the following command to check the inode usage.
df -i

2. In Linux, the partition for the root directory is generally small. If small files are periodically generated and not cleared
in a timely manner, the inode resource will soon be exhausted. If the inode resource usage has reached 100%,
complete the following steps:
i. Run the following command to identify the directory with the largest number of files.
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for i in /*; do echo $i; find $i | wc -l; done

If the directory is known, replace /* with the specific directory.

ii. More files will consume more inodes. Therefore, access the directory with many files and run the following
command to delete unnecessary files. To do this, you need to replace file_name with the specific file name.
We recommend that you do not delete non third-party files.
rm -rf file_name

If the disk is full or files cannot be deleted due to an increase in the business volume, we recommend that
you expand CBS cloud disks.

Hardware failure
If the hardware failure is caused by a faulty hardware component or other problems, submit a ticket.
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No Alarm Is Received
：

Last updated 2021-03-30 19:54:47

This document introduces how to troubleshoot and resolve situations in which no alarms can be received.

Reasons for this Problem
Reason

Solution

The alarm policy has not been enabled

See Step 1 to enable the alarm policy

The alarm notification channel has not
been configured or verified

See Step 2 to troubleshoot and enable or verify the alarm
notification channel

No user has been added to the receiving group

See Step 3 to troubleshoot and add users to the receiving
group

The alarm trigger conditions have not been met

See Step 4 to troubleshoot and check whether the alarm
trigger conditions have been met

Troubleshooting
Step 1: Check whether the alarm policy is enabled
1. Access the Alarm Policy page in the Cloud Monitor console.
2. Check whether the alarm policy is enabled.
The alarm enable/disable button for policy 1 is gray in the figure below, indicating that the alarm policy has not
been enabled yet. Click the gray button and then click OK to enable the policy.
The alarm enable/disable button for policy 2 is blue in the figure below, indicating that the alarm policy is
enabled. Proceed to the steps below to continue troubleshooting.
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Step 2: Check whether the alarm channel has been configured/verified
1. Log in to the CAM console.
2. Click the corresponding user name in the user list to go to the user details page.
The alarm channel has not been configured: if the case shown in the figure below occurs, the alarm channel has

not been configured. In this case, click

to configure a channel. After completing the configuration, verify the

channel by referring to The alarm channel has not been verified below.

The alarm channel has not been verified: if the case shown in the figure below occurs, the alarm channel has not
been verified. In this case, click the verification button.
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After the verification message or email is sent, go to the corresponding channel to complete the verification.
SMS verification: check the SMS inbox on your mobile phone and click the link in the received message to
complete the verification.
Email verification: log in to your inbox and click the link in the received email to complete the verification.

Step 3: Check whether you have added users to the alarm receiving group
1. Go to the Alarm Policy page in the Cloud Monitor console.
2. Find the target alarm policy and click its name to go to the alarm policy management page.
3. Check whether the alarm recipients contain the user who has not received alarm notifications. If the alarm receiving
group is "not configured" or does not contain the user, see Creating Alarm Recipient Groups to add the user to the
alarm receiving group.

Step 4: Check whether the alarm trigger conditions have been met
Checking whether the metric alarm trigger conditions have been met
For example, if the metric is CPU utilization , the comparison operator is > , the threshold is 80% , the
measurement period is 5 minutes , and the duration is 2 periods , it means that the CPU utilization
information is collected every 5 minutes. If the CPU utilization of a CVM is measured as above 80% for 3
consecutive periods, an alarm will be triggered. Likewise, if the duration is set to N, an alarm will be generated if the
metric monitoring data reaches the threshold for the N+1 periods.
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You can log in to the Cloud Monitor console, select the corresponding Tencent Cloud service, and click

to view

the metric monitoring data, and use the time filter to check whether the metric monitoring data has met the alarm
trigger conditions. If no, no alarm notification will be sent.
View the CPU utilization of the CVM, as shown in the figure below:

Checking whether the event alarm trigger conditions have been met
1. Go to the Product Events page in the Cloud Monitor console.
2. Check for event alarm records. If no records are found, the event alarm trigger conditions are not met, and therefore
no alarm notifications are sent.
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If the problem persists, submit a ticket.
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